Abstract-Partial Label Learning (PLL) aims to learn from the data where each training example is associated with a set of candidate labels, among which only one is correct. The key to deal with such problem is to disambiguate the candidate label sets and obtain the correct assignments between instances and their candidate labels. In this paper, we interpret such assignments as instance-to-label matchings, and reformulate the task of PLL as a matching selection problem. To model such problem, we propose a novel Graph Matching based Partial Label Learning (GM-PLL) framework, where Graph Matching (GM) scheme is incorporated owing to its excellent capability of exploiting the instance and label relationship. Meanwhile, since conventional one-to-one GM algorithm does not satisfy the constraint of PLL problem that multiple instances may correspond to the same label, we extend a traditional one-to-one probabilistic matching algorithm to the many-to-one constraint, and make the proposed framework accommodate to the PLL problem. Moreover, we also propose a relaxed matching prediction model, which can improve the prediction accuracy via GM strategy. Extensive experiments on both artificial and real-world data sets demonstrate that the proposed method can achieve superior or comparable performance against the state-of-the-art methods.
INTRODUCTION
A S a weakly-supervised machine learning framework, partial label learning 1 learns from ambiguous labeling information where each training example corresponds to a candidate label set, among which only one is the ground-truth label [4] [5] [6] . During the training process, the correct label of each training example is concealed in its candidate label set and not directly accessible to the learning algorithm.
In many real-world scenarios, data with explicit labeling information (unique and correct label) is too scarce to obtain than that with implicit labeling information (redundant labels). Thus, when faced with such ambiguous data, conventional supervised learning framework based on one instance one label is out of its capability to learn from it accurately. Recently, Partial Label Learning (PLL) provides an effective solution to cope with it and has been widely used in many real-world scenarios. For example, in online annotation (Figure 1 (A) ), users with varying knowledge and cultural backgrounds tend to annotate the same image with different labels. In order to learn from such ambiguous annotated collection, it is necessary to find the correspondence between each image and its ground-truth label. In naming faces (Figure 1 (B) ), given a multi-figure image and its corresponding text description, the resulting set of images is ambiguously labeled if more than one name appear in the description. In other words, the specific correspondences between the faces and their names are unknown. In addition to the common scenarios mentioned above, PLL has also achieved competitive performance in many other applications, such as multimedia content analysis [7] [8] [9] [10], facial age estimation [11] , web mining [12] , ecoinformatics [13] , etc.
The key to accomplish the task of learning from Partial- 1 . In some literature, partial-label learning is also called as superset label learning [1] , ambiguous label learning [2] or soft label learning [3] . Label (PL) data is disambiguation, which needs to fully explore the valuable information from ambiguous PL training data and obtain the correct assignments between the training INStances and their CandiDate Labels (INS-CDL). Recently, an Identificationbased Disambiguation Strategy (IDS) is widely used in many PLL framework owing to its competitive performance on alleviating the interference of false positive labels [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Among existing PLL methods based on IDS, some are often combined with the off-of-shelf learning schemes to identify the ground-truth label in an iterative manner, such as maximum likelihood [13] [14] [15] , maximum margin [16] [17] [19] , etc. Others often try to explore the instance relationship from the ambiguous training data and directly disambiguate the candidate label sets [18] . Although the two kinds of PLL methods have obtained desirable performance in many real-world scenarios, they still suffer from some common defects. For example, for the instance relationship, they only consider the k-nearest-neighbor instances' similarity while simultaneously ignore the similarity among other instances and the dissimilarity among all instances, which makes the modeling output from unseen instance be overwhelmed by those from the negative nearest instances. And for the instancelabel assignments, they usually utilize an iterative propagation procedure to implicitly obtain the objective labels, but neither explicitly describe the existing INS-CDL assignments relationship nor take the co-occurrence possibility of varying instance-label assignments into consideration to directly identify the optimal assignments, which may make the algorithm lose sight of direct instance-label assignments and result in its excessive attention to the instance relationship.
In order to overcome the above shortcomings, in this paper, we reinterpret the task of PLL as a matching selection problem, and simultaneously incorporate the instance relationship and the co-occurrence possibility of varying instance-label assignments into the same framework, then provide a novel solution for PLL problem. Specifically, we regard the INS-CDL correspondences as the instance-label matchings, and the task of PLL can be further reformulated as an instance-label matching selection problem (Figure 2) , i.e. identifying the correct matching relationship between INStances and their Ground-Truth Labels (INS-GTL). Afterwards, the goal of the PLL problem is transformed into how to solve the matching selection problem and obtain the optimal instancelabel assignments. Recently, Graph Matching (GM) provides an effective solution for such problem, and owing to its excellent performance on utilizing structural information of training data, it has been widely used in many real-world applications [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Inspired by this, we incorporate the GM scheme into the PLL matching selection problem and propose a novel PLL learning framework named Graph Matching based Partial Label Learning (GM-PLL). Note that, existing graph matching algorithms are formulated with one-to-one constraint, which is not fully in accordance with the original task of PLL problem that one label can correspond to varying instances. Thus, we extend such one-to-one constraint to many-to-one constraint and propose a many-to-one probabilistic matching algorithm to make our method accommodate to the original PLL problem. Furthermore, during the establishment of the proposed framework, an affinity matrix is predetermined to describe the consistency relationship between varying INS-CDL assignments, where the similarity and dissimilarity of instances are simultaneously incorporated into the matrix. And these predetermined knowledge contributes the subsequent learning process and leads the algorithm to obtain the optimal solution. Moreover, to improve the predicted accuracy of test instances, we integrate the minimum error reconstruction scheme and graph matching scheme into a unified framework, and propose a relaxed GM predicted algorithm, where each unseen instance is first assigned with a candidate label set via minimum error reconstruction from its neighbor instances and then the predicted label is selected from r-maximum confidence candidate labels via graph matching strategy. Experimental results demonstrate that it can obtain higher classification accuracy than other predicted algorithms.
In summary, our main contributions lie in the following three aspects:
• Firstly, we reinterpret the conventional PLL problem and formulate the task of PLL as a matching selection problem.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time to regard PLL problem as a matching selection problem, and accordingly we propose a novel GM-based PLL framework (GM-PLL), where instance relationship and the co-occurrence possibility of varying instance-label assignments are simultaneously taken into consideration.
• Secondly, we extend conventional graph-matching algorithm with one-to-one constraint to a probabilistic matching algorithm with many-to-one constraint, which can guarantee that the proposed method fit the original task of PLL.
• Finally, we propose a relaxed GM prediction algorithm, which simultaneously incorporate the graph matching scheme and minimum error reconstruction scheme into the same framework to improve the classification accuracy.
We start the rest of the paper by giving a brief introduction about PLL, and then present technical details of the proposed GM-PLL algorithm and the comparative experiments with existing state-of-the-art methods. Finally, we conduct experimental analysis and conclude the whole paper.
RELATED WORK
Partial label learning, as a weakly supervised learning framework, focuses on solving the problem where data labeling information is excessively redundant. An intuitive strategy to cope with this issue is disambiguation, and existing disambiguation-based strategy are roughly grouped into three categories: Averaging Disambiguation Strategy (ADS), Identification Disambiguation Strategy (IDS) and Disambiguation-Free Strategy (DFS).
Averaging Disambiguation Strategy (ADS)
ADS-based methods usually assume that each candidate label has equal contribution to the learning model and they make prediction for unseen instances by averaging the outputs from all candidate labels. Following such strategy, Hullermeier et al. and Chen et al. adopt an instance-based model and disambiguate the ground-truth label by averaging the outputs of k-nearest neighbors following arg max y∈Y i∈N (x * ) I(y ∈ S i ) [25] [26] . Yu et al. utilize minimum error reconstruction criterion and obtain the predicted label via maximizing the confidence of k-nearest neighbors weighted-voting result [18] . Similarly, Tang et al. incorporate the boosting learning technique into its framework and improve the disambiguation classifier by adapting the weights of training examples and the ground-truth confidence of candidate labels [27] . Moreover, to further improve the disambiguation effectiveness, Zhang et al. facilitate its training process by taking the local topological information from feature space into consideration [11] . Obviously, the above PLL methods are clear and easy to implement, but they share a critical shortcoming that the output of the ground-truth label is overwhelmed by the outputs of the other false positive labels, which will enforce negative influence on the disambiguation of ground-truth label.
Identification Disambiguation Strategy (IDS)
In order to overcome the shortcomings of ADS, the IDS based PLL methods are proposed to directly disambiguate the candidate label set. This strategy aims to build a direct mapping from instance space to label space, and accurately identify the ground-truth label for each training instance. Existing PLL algorithms following this strategy often view the ground-truth label as a latent variable first, identified as arg max y∈Si F (x, Θ, y), and then refine the model parameter Θ iteratively by utilizing Expectation-Maximization (EM) procedure [14] . Among these methods, some usually incorporate the maximum likelihood criterion and obtain the optimal label via maximizing the outputs of candidate labels, following [30] . Others often utilize the maximum margin criterion and identify the ground-truth label according to maximizing the margin between the outputs of candidate labels and that of the non-candidate labels, following [17] . Experimental results demonstrate that IDS-based method has achieved superior and comparable performance than ADS-based methods.
Disambiguation-Free Strategy (DFS)
Recently, different from the two disambiguation-based PLL strategies mentioned above, some attempts have been made to learn from PL data by fitting the PL data to off-the-shelf learning techniques, where they can directly make prediction for the unseen instances without conduct the disambiguation on the candidate label set corresponding to the training instances. Following such strategy, Zhang et al. propose a disambiguation-free algorithm named PL-ECOC [31] , which utilizes Error-Correcting Output Codes (ECOC) coding matrix [32] and transfers the PLL problem into binary learning problem. Wu et al. propose another disambiguation-free algorithm called PALOC [33] , which enables binary decomposition for PLL data in a more concise manner without relying on extra manipulations such as coding matrix. Experimental results empirically demonstrate that FDS-based algorithms can achieve comparable performance with the other disambiguation based PLL methods.
Although the above methods have achieved good performance on solving the PLL problem, they still suffer from some common shortcomings, i.e. they neither consider non k-nearest neighbor instance-similarity nor take the instance-dissimilarity into consideration. Therefore, in this paper, we utilize the GM scheme and propose a novel partial label learning framework called GM-PLL, where the instance similarity and dissimilarity are simultaneously incorporated into the framework to improve the performance of disambiguation. The details of the framework is introduced in the following section.
THE GM-PLL METHOD
Formally speaking, we denote the d-dimensional input space as X = R d , and the output space as Y = {1, 2, . . . , q} with q class labels. PLL aims to learn a classifier f : X → Y from the PL training data D = {(x i , S i )}(1 ≤ i ≤ m), where the instance x i ∈ X is described as a d-dimensional feature vector, the candidate label set S i = {y i1 , y i2 , . . . , y i |S i | } ⊆ Y is associated with the instance x i and |S i | represents the number of candidate labels for instance x i . Meanwhile, we denote y = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m } as the ground-truth label assignments for training instances, where each y i ∈ S i corresponding to x i is not directly accessible to the algorithm.
Formulation
GM-PLL is a novel PLL framework based on GM scheme, which aims to explore valuable information from ambiguous PL data and establish an accurate assignment relationship between the instance space X and the label space Y. To make the proposed method easily understanding, we illustrate the GM-PLL method as a GM structure (Figure 3 ) before the following detailed introduction. Fig. 3 . The GM structure of GM-PLL. The GM structure originates from Figure 2 .
As depicted in Figure 3 , both the instance space and label space are formulated as two different undirected graphs
, where i ∈ {1, 2}, and n 1 = m, n 2 = q. The nodes V i in the two graphs represent the instances and labels respectively, while the edges E i encode their similarities. The goal of GM-PLL is to establish the graph nodes correspondence between G 1 and G 2 .
Here, we first denote A i as the adjacent matrix for each graph G i , where i = {1, 2}. A 1 ∈ R m×m encodes the instancesimilarity, which is calculated by normalizing the popular Cosine Metric,
and A 2 ∈ R q×q encodes the label-similarity,
where the similarity of different labels is set to 0 owing to the inherent characteristics of PLL problem that the prior pairwiselabel relationship is always missing. Note that once the label relationship as prior knowledge can be obtained, the proposed GM-PLL can still be easily extended to satisfy the problem. Then, we define P ∈ {0, 1} m×q to describe the graph node correspondences between G 1 and G 2 , where P ij = 1 represents label j is assigned to instance x i , and P ij = 0 otherwise. Among these correspondences that P ij = 0, a large number of them are invaluable to be considered since label j is not contained in the candidate label set of instance x i . Accordingly, we exclude the assignments between instances and their non-candidate labels, and obtain the row-wise vectorized replica
, where each element of p is defined as:
. . , u} and the value of < x i k , y l k > represents the confidence of instance x i k assigned with its l k -th candidate label.
Afterwards, the correspondence of INS-CDL can be obtained by solving the optimization problem OP (1) where d ia,la,i b ,l b measures the pairwise consistency between instance edge (i a , i b ) and label edge (l a , l b ), which can also be regarded as the pairwise consistency between assignment < x ia , y la > and assignment < x i b , y l b >. Motivated by recent studies [24] [34] [35] , we further formulate the OP (1) in a more general pairwise compatibility form OP (2):
where K ∈ R u×u is the affinity matrix that will be introduced in the following subsection Generation of Affinity Matrix K. And the optimization details of OP (2) will also be exhibited in the following Section 3.2.
Generation of Affinity Matrix
u×u is defined to describe the matching consistency, and each element K ab represents the INS-CDL correspondence between p a and p b , i.e.
here a, b ∈ {1, 2, . . . , u}, <x ia , y la > represents the value of s-th element of p as the INS-CDL correspondence between the i a -th instance x ia and its l a -th candidate label y la . By predetermining the prior knowledge into the learning framework, affinity matrix can imply valuable information exploited from PL training data, including both the similarity and dissimilarity between instances, and the INS-CDL mapping relationship as well. Thus, we initialize the affinity matrix K as follows
It is worth noting that, compared with the conventional PLL methods based on k-nearest neighbor scheme, the proposed framework contributes more prior knowledge to the learning process: A) It utilizes the similarity information from more training instances instead of only from the k-nearest neighbors. B) It not only utilizes the instance similarity but also takes the dissimilarity between instances into consideration. Particularly, as shown in Eq (5), with a higher similarity degree between two instances (x ia and x i b ), the K ab will get a higher value, i.e., the ground-truth labels (y a and y b ) of the two instances have higher probability to locate in the intersection of their candidate labels. On the contrary, if with a lower similarity degree between x ia and x i b , y a and y b will have higher probability to belong to non-intersection of their candidate labels. After initializing the affinity matrix K, we take the issue of class imbalance with respect to training data into consideration, and incorporate the number of instance candidate labels as a bias into the generation of affinity matrix:
here α is the weight parameter, h(·) is the indicator function such that h(·) = 1 iff (·) is true, and h(·) = 0 otherwise. To reduce
Algorithm 1 The Training Algorithm of GM-PLL
Inputs: D: the partial label training set {(x i , S i )}; Process: 1. Calculate the cosine distances between each instance and derive the instance similarity matrix A by Eq (1); 2. Calculate the affinity matrix K by Eq (5) and Eq (6); 3. Standardize the affinity matrix K and remove low-confidence assignment by K(K< β) = 0; 4. Set
break; 11. end if 12. end for 13. Discretize p (t+1) , and derive the assignment (x i , y i ); Output:
y i : the assigned label for x i ; noise and alleviate the computational complexity, we increase the sparsity of the affinity matrix K and set
where β is the threshold parameter and it will be analyzed in Section 5.1. At this point, the prior knowledge has been encoded into the affinity matrix, and it can provide good guidance for the subsequence learning process.
Optimization
In this section, we extend the probabilistic graph matching scheme from [36] and derive a probabilistic graph matching partial label learning algorithm. The core of the proposed algorithm is based on the observation that we can use the solution of the spectral matching algorithm [37] to refine the estimate of the affinity matrix K and then solve a new assignment problem based on the refined matrix K. Namely, we can attenuate the affinities corresponding to matches with small matching probabilities and thus prune the affinity matrix K. In the same vein, we aim to adaptively increase the entries in K corresponding to assignments with high matching probabilities.
Concretely, we relax the first constraint of OP (2) to p ∈ [0, 1] u×1 and interpret p as matching probabilities P (<x i , y l >). Then, the affinity matrix K can be further interpreted as a joint matching probabilities P (<x ia , y la >, <x i b , y l b >). Afterwards, we refine K and p in an iterative manner where each iteration can be partitioned into two steps: estimating the mapping confidence of p and refining the affinity matrix K. In the former step, we relax the one-to-one constraints of [37] as a many-to-one constrain to accommodate that multiple instances may correspond to the same label. In the latter step, we follow [36] to make the refinement of K allow analytic interpretation and provable convergence.
Hence, we minimize the objective function OP (3)
where p a is the assignment probability P (< x ia , y la >) and (p a |p b ) represents the conditional assignment probability P (<
that is the probability of assignment <x ia , y la > when <x i b , y l b > is valid. In our scheme, the p a and (p a |p b ) need to be updated simultaneously. Specifically, in iteration t, we denote the estimation of P (t) (<
a , respectively. Then, we update p
where (p
b ) represents the joint probability P (<x ia , y la > , < x i b , y l b >) which is the joint probability of assignment <x ia , y la > and assignment <x i b , y l b >.
Different from the one-to-one constraint of conventional GM problem, the framework of GM-PLL is formulated with manyto-one constraint. Thus, we induce the constraint
] can be normalized as:
Next, we refine the conditional assignment probability by
During the entire process of optimization, we first initialize the required variables, and then repeat the above steps until the algorithm converges. Finally, we get the assigned label for each training example. The whole training algorithm of GM-PLL is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Prediction
During the stage of label prediction for unseen instances, we propose a graph matching based PLL prediction algorithm, which simultaneously takes the similarity reconstruction scheme and the GM scheme into consideration. The details of the prediction algorithm is introduced as follows.
We first integrate both the training instances and test instances into a large instances set, and then calculate a new instancesimilarity matrix following Eq (1). Afterwards, we assign the candidate label set for each test instance x * according to the weighted-voting results of its k-nearest neighbor instances N (·), where the weights w ∈ R k×1 are calculated via minimum error reconstruction scheme OP (4):
here, w c is an element of w and c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}.
Based on the weighted-voting results, we obtain the confidence of each candidate label assigned to x * , and then we can rank these labels according to the confidence in a descending order. Afterwards, we select the r-maximum confidence labels to constitute the candidate label set for x * . Subsequently, the construction of candidate label set for each unseen instance has been completed.
Apparently, when the value of r equals to the total number of candidate-label categories q, the predicted model will degenerate into disambiguation from all candidate labels, which is commonly in existing methods. In contrast, if only one label is retained (r = 1), the ground-truth label will be assigned with the maximum probability label, which is the same as [18] . The larger the value of r is, the higher probability that the ground-truth label can be contained in the candidate label set, but meanwhile it would draw massive false labels that can decrease the effectiveness of the model. On the contrary, the smaller the value of r is, the less false labels would be contained in the candidate label set, which would also result in the fact that the ground-truth label may be removed from the candidate label set.
Based on the above analysis, we can conclude that the total number of class labels (CL*) and the average number of class labels (AVG-CL*) for each instance have significant influence on the selecting of the number of assigned candidate labels r. Concretely, on one hand, more class labels means more noise class labels, thus we tend to assign r with a smaller value to avoid the negative effect of these noise labels when CL* is larger. On the other hand, the average number of class labels can represent the average number of positive labels, thus we tend to choose larger r when AVG-CL* is larger. At this point, we can calculate the r by the following formula:
here [△] is the integral function, which represents the rounding operation for △. Finally, once the above operations are completed, we follow the idea of Algorithm 1 to rebuild the affinity matrix and utilize the GM scheme to recover the correct mapping between test instances and their ground-truth labels.
EXPERIMENTS

Experimental Setup
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed GM-PLL method, we conduct experiments on nine controlled UCI data sets and six real-world data sets:
(1) Controlled UCI data sets. Under specified configuration of two controlling parameters (i.e. p and r), the nine UCI data sets generate 189 (7 × 3 × 9) artificial partial-label data sets [2] [38]. Here, p ∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.7} is the proportion of instances with partial labeling and r ∈ {1, 2, 3} is the number of candidate labels except the ground-truth label. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the nine UCI data sets, including the number of examples (EXP*), the number of the features (FEA*), the whole number of class labels (CL*) and their common configurations (CONFIGURATIONS). (2) Real-World (RW) data sets . These data sets are collected from the four following task domains: (A) Facial Age Estimation Human faces are represented as instances and the ages annotated by ten crowd-sourced labelers together with the ground-truth ages are regarded as candidate labels; (B) Automatic Face Naming Human faces copped from images or videos are represented as instances and each candidate label set is composed of the names extracted from the corresponding captions or subtitles; (C) Object Classification Image segmentations constitute the instance space and the objects appearing within the same image constitute the candidate label sets; (D) Bird Song Classification Singing syllables of the birds are represented as instances while bird species jointly singing during a 10-seconds period are regarded as candidate labels; Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of the above real world data sets, including not only the number of examples (EXP*), the number of the feature (FEA*) and the whole number of class labels (CL*), but also the average number of class labels (AVG-CL*) and their task domains (TASK DOMAIN). Meanwhile, we employ four classical (PL-SVM, PL-KNN, CLPL, LSB-CMM) and four state-of-the-art (M3PL, PL-LEAF, PL-ECOC, IPAL) partial label learning algorithms that are based on different disambiguation strategies 2 codeword length L = ⌈log 2 (q)⌉]; Before conducting the experiments, we give the range of the required variables. In detail, during the training phase, the threshold variable β is set among {0.3, 0.4, . . . , 0.8} to exploit the most valuable similarity information and dissimilarity information. And the coefficient parameter α is chosen from {0, 0.1, 0.2} to balance the effect of the number of varying label categories. During the test phase, inspired by [18] , we empirically set k = 10 for knearest neighbor instances to complete the candidate label set of each unseen instance, and meanwhile the size of the label set r is empirically set to more than 1 to guarantee that the ground-truth label can be involved in the assigned candidate label set. After initializing the above variables, we adopt ten-fold cross-validation to train the model and get the average classification accuracy on each data set.
Experimental Results
Since the origins of the two kinds of data sets are different, nine UCI data sets are constructed manually while six RW data sets come from real world scenarios, we conduct two series of experiments to evaluate the proposed method and the experimental results are exhibited in the following two subsections separately. In our paper, the experimental results of the comparing algorithms originate from two aspects: one is from the results we implemented by utilizing the source codes provided by the authors; the other is from the results exhibited in the respective literatures. Figure 4 -6 illustrate the classification accuracy of each comparing method on the nine controlled data sets as p increases from 0.1 to 0.7 with the step-size 0.1. Together with the ground-truth label, the r class labels are randomly chosen from Y to constitute the rest of each candidate label set, where r = 1, 2, 3. Table 3 summaries the win/tie/loss counts between GM-PLL and other comparing methods. Out of 189 (9 data sets × 21 configurations) statistical comparisons show that GM-PLL achieves either superior or comparable performance against the eight comparing methods, which is embodied in the following aspects:
Controlled UCI data sets
• Among the comparing methods, GM-PLL achieves superior performance against PL-KNN, PL-SVM, LSB-CMM, CLPL and M3PL in most cases. And compared with PL-LEAF, PL-ECOC and IPAL, it also achieves superior or comparable performance in 65.08%, 77.78%, 95.23% cases, respectively. These results demonstrate that the proposed method has superior capacity of disambiguation against other methods based on varying disambiguation strategies, as well as disambiguation-free strategy.
• Compared with the methods that directly establish INS-GTL assignments, GM-PLL achieves superior performance on most data sets. For example, the average classification accuracy of GM-PLL is 11.2% higher than M3PL on Glass data set and 29.5% higher than PL-SVM on Satimage data set. Meanwhile, GM-PLL also has higher or comparable classification accuracy against the comparing state-of-the-art methods on other controlled UCI data sets. We attribute such success to that it can utilize the co-occurrence possibility of varying instance-label assignments to obtain the accurate INS-GTL assignments.
• Compared with the methods utilizing the instance similarity, GM-PLL also achieves competitive performance. From the perspective of the Average Classification Accuracy, GM-PLL gets 1.2% higher than IPAL on Segment data set and 1.4% higher than PL-LEAF on Letter data set, respectively; And from the perspective of the Max-Min of classification accuracy, GM-PLL is only 0.84% higher on Glass data set while all other methods are more than 1%. Moreover, the standard deviation of GM-PLL classification accuracy is lower than the other comparing methods on most data sets. These results clearly indicate the advantage of the proposed method against other instance-similarity based methods.
Real-world (RW) data sets
We compare the GM-PLL with all above comparing algorithms on the real-world data sets. The comparison results of inductive accuracy and transductive accuracy are separately reported in Table 4 and Table 5 , where the recorded results are based on ten-fold cross-validation. The transductive classification accuracy reflects the disambiguation capacity of PLL methods in recovering ground-truth labeling information from candidate label set, while the inductive classification accuracy reflects the prediction capacity of obtaining the ground-truth label for unseen examples. According to Table 4 and Table 5 , it is clear to observe that GM-PLL performs better than most comparing PLL algorithms on these RW data sets. The superiority of GM-PLL can be embodied in the following aspects:
• As shown in Table 4 , GM-PLL significantly outperforms all comparing methods on Lost, MSRCv2, and SoccerPlayer data sets, respectively. Especially, compared with the classical methods, the classification accuracy of the proposed method is 40.5% higher than that of PL-KNN on Lost data set, and 20.2% higher than that of CLPL on SoccerPlayer data set. Even compared with the state-of-the-art methods, it also can achieve 2.5% higher than PL-ECOC on MSRCv2 and 1.1% higher than IPAL on Lost data set.
• Meanwhile, GM-PLL also achieves competitive performance on other RW data sets. Specifically, for the FG-NET data set, GM-PLL outperforms all comparing methods except PL-LEAF, where it is only 0.7% lower than PL-LEAF. But on Yahoo! News data set, GM-PLL performs great superiority than PL-LEAF, where the classification accuracy is 3.4% higher than that of PL-LEAF. Besides, among all comparing methods, it is impressive that GM-PLL outperforms CLPL and PL-KNN on all six RW data sets. And, it also exceeds other comparing methods over four in six RW data sets. The experimental results demonstrate the superiority of GM-PLL.
• As shown in Table 5 , GM-PLL shows significantly superior disambiguation ability on Lost, MSRCv2 and FG-NET data set and competitive disambiguation ability on BirdSong and SoccerPlayer data sets, which demonstrates the superiority of the GM scheme on disambiguation. But for Yahoo! News data set, GM-PLL is inferior to some comparing state-of-the-art methods. Even so, it can still achieve superior or comparable performance against other comparing methods on making prediction for unseen instances, which demonstrates the superiority of GM scheme on making prediction for unseen instances. In summary, the experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed GM-PLL algorithm.
• We notice that the performance of GM-PLL is inferior to most comparing methods on Yahoo! News data set, which is attributed to the low intra-class instance similarity. Especially, over 8440 examples come from two categories, among which the intra-class instance similarity of over 65% examples is less than 0.60. Obviously, such low intra-class instance similarity may decrease the effectiveness of our proposed method.
Summary
The two series of experiments mentioned above powerfully demonstrate the effectiveness of GM-PLL, and we attribute the success to the superiority of GM scheme, i.e. simultaneously taking the instance relationship and the co-occurrence possibility of varying instance-label assignments into the same framework. Concretely speaking, for the instance relationship, especially the instance dissimilarity, it can alleviate the effect of the similar instance with varying labels and avoid the outputs of instances be overwhelmed by that of its negative nearest instances. And for the instance-label assignments, the co-occurrence possibility can lead the algorithm to pay more attention to matching selection and reducing its dependence on instance relationship. The two schemes jointly improve the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method. And as expected, the experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
FURTHER ANALYSIS
Parameter Sensitivity
The proposed method learns from the PL examples by utilizing two important parameters, i.e. β (threshold parameter) and r (the number of candidate labels assigned to unseen instances). Figure 7 and Figure 8 respectively illustrate how GM-PLL performs under different β and r configurations. We study the sensitivity analysis of GM-PLL in the following subsection.
The threshold parameter β
The threshold parameter controls the percentage of prior knowledge incorporated into the learning framework. More prior knowledge can be added into the framework as β is small, while less prior knowledge contributes to the learning process when β becomes larger. On the other hand, small β will draw more noise into the learning framework and large β will lose more valuable information, two of which have negative effects on the learning model. Faced with varying data sets, we set the threshold parameter β among {0.3, 0.4, . . . , 0.8} via cross-validation and the specific value is shown in Table 6 . 5.1.2 The number r of candidate label for unseen instances As mentioned above, the percentage of candidate labels assigned to unseen instances has great influence on making prediction for unseen instances. According to the analysis in section 3.3, we simultaneously take the total number of class labels (CL*) and the average number of class labels (AVG-CL*) into consideration, and then utilize Eq (10) to obtain the number of assigned labels r.
To demonstrate the validness of Eq (10) empirically, we conduct the experiments under different r configuration and express the comparing results in Figure 8 .
As described in Figure 8 , with the increasing of r, the classification accuracy of GM-PLL at first increases and later decreases. And such phenomenon is intuitive, i.e. algorithm with smaller r indicates that less noisy labels need to be removed but the groundtruth label has lower possibility to be contained in the candidate label set; and larger r indicates that the ground-truth label has higher possibility to be contained in the candidate label set but it tends to draw more noisy labels into the candidate label set. The number comparison of assigned candidate labels between empirically optimal value and calculation results of Eq (10) on each RW data set is exhibited in Table 7 . As shown in Table 7 , except the FG-NET data set, the empirically optimal number of candidate labels r * * is basically identical to the calculation results r * of Eq (10). 
Time Consumption
Although we have conducted corresponding strategies to reduce the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm, the time consumption of the proposed prediction model is still longer than some comparing methods on some large-scale data sets. Nonetheless, such time consumption is acceptable for the PLL problem. Specifically, on most UCI data sets, the time consumptions are no more than 30 seconds; meanwhile, on some small-scale or medium-scale RW data sets, it is also no more than 20 seconds. Moreover, although the time consumption of the prediction model is longer than some comparing methods, the total running time cost (combining training time and testing time) is appropriate and sometimes even less than some state-of-the-art PLL methods, such as PL-LEAF. According to our experimental results, the running time cost of our proposed methods is no more than 1.5h on all RW data sets, which is only 1/10 of that of PL-LEAF. Table 8 illustrates the total running time and testing time consumption of our proposed algorithm on both UCI and RW data sets, measured within Matlab environment equipped with Intel E5-2650 CPU.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel graph-matching based partial label learning method GM-PLL. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time to reformulate the PLL problem into a graph matching structure. By incorporating much prior knowledge and establishing INS-CDL assignments, the proposed GM-PLL algorithm can effectively contribute the valuable information to the learning model. Extensive experiments have demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed method. In the future, we will further explore other knowledge from PL data and improve the denoising method to further improve the effectiveness and robustness of the model.
